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SUBMISSION TO THE SELECT STANDING COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE AND GOVERNMENT SERVICES
IN ADVANCE OF THE 2016 PROVINCIAL BUDGET

The Business Council of British Columbia is pleased to provide this submission to the Select
Standing Committee on Finance and Government Services, outlining our views and advice
concerning the 2016 provincial budget that will be delivered next February.

By way of background, the Business Council, established in 1966, is an association
representing more than 260 large and medium-sized enterprises. The Council’s members
are active in all major sectors of the provincial economy, including forestry, mining,
manufacturing, oil and gas, renewable energy, chemicals, utilities, financial services,
transportation, construction, telecommunications, information technology, hospitality and
tourism, wholesale/retail, communications, agri-food, life sciences, film production,
healthcare, education and the professions (including legal, accounting/advisory and
engineering). Taken together, the corporate members and the associations affiliated with
the Business Council account for approximately one quarter of all payroll jobs in British
Columbia.

1.

ECONOMIC SETTING AND OUTLOOK

Global economic growth is again falling short of expectations – continuing a pattern that
began in 2011. For several years now growth forecasts have been routinely downgraded.
With its latest World Economic Outlook report, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
projects global output will expand by 3.1% this year, 0.2 percentage points below its July
2015 forecast – and 0.4 percentage points lower than its estimate back in April. That means
global growth will be slower (by 0.3 percentage points) than it was in 2014. Prospects
across most of the major countries and regions are uneven. Broadly speaking, activity in
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Source: IMF World Economic Outlook Database.

also

downshifting, reflecting the deteriorating performance of some of the larger countries and
the main oil-exporters. The IMF sees world growth climbing to 3.6% in 2016. However,
based on the records of the IMF and other leading economic organizations in the post-2008
period, it is hard to have confidence in any prediction that 2016 will be a better year than
2015.

For Canada, including British Columbia, an important development on the external front is
the improved growth dynamic evident in the United States. After a temporary setback in
the first quarter of 2015, the US economy has regained momentum. Real GDP is now
forecast to increase by 2.6% this year. Because of the slow start to the year, this is 0.5
percentage points lower than the IMF projected in April. But the US upturn rests on solid
foundations, notably a healthier job market, stronger household balance sheets,
favourable financial conditions for home buyers and other borrowers, low energy prices,
and reduced fiscal drag from the government sector.

Apart from the US, other aspects of the current international backdrop are weighing on
BC’s economy. Slower growth in China and other emerging markets is exerting considerable
downward pressure on commodity prices, especially oil and gas, metallurgical coal, base
metals, and other industrial raw materials. Crude oil prices have slipped below US$50 per
barrel owing to increased North American supply and sluggish demand in China and other
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emerging markets. The downturn in oil markets is also dampening natural gas prices. The
IMF foresees China’s economy growing by 6.8% in 2015 and 6.3% the following year; this
compares to a multi-decade stretch of 10% plus annualized growth rates that made China
the world’s second biggest national economy.1 Even growth in the 6-7% range may prove
elusive, as some observers believe China’s economy is at risk of a “hard landing” scenario
that would be accompanied by a further deceleration in many key economic indicators.

The Eurozone economic recovery is expected to continue, buoyed by lower oil prices,
aggressive monetary easing by the European Central Bank, and the depreciation of the
euro. Potential output growth across much of Europe remains weak, however, due to the
lingering effects of the economic and financial crisis, along with adverse demographics,
declining employment/population ratios, and slower trend productivity growth. GDP in the
Eurozone is projected to rise by 1.5% this year (up from less than 1% in 2014) and 1.6% in
2016. While sustained, albeit relatively feeble, economic growth in the EU is welcome, the
consequences for British Columbia are modest as the province’s direct trade exposure to
Europe is limited.

In Japan, GDP growth is forecast to increase from –0.1% in 2014 to 0.6% in 2015, and then
to 1.0% next year. The gradual pickup reflects support from stronger gains in
wages/salaries, higher equity prices, low oil and other commodity prices, and the Bank of
Japan’s unprecedented commitment to increase the rate of inflation via its massive
quantitative easing program.

Recent developments suggest that the oil market will take longer to adjust to current
conditions of excess supply, with benchmark oil prices through 2020 likely to stay below
the levels projected only a few months ago. Supply has been more resilient than expected,
and the global economy has been weaker. The income windfall from lower oil prices has

1

Based on converting GDP in China into US dollars, using market exchange rates.
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contributed to a small boost in private consumption in many advanced economies. And,
lower energy prices should be a net positive for the global economy going forward.

Canadian Economy
Slumping commodity prices have delivered a blow to the Canadian economy, with the
dramatic downturn in oil markets being especially significant. Capital investment in the oil
patch has been slashed, with more cutbacks likely. Canada’s terms of trade2 have declined
amid plunging energy prices – energy provided one-quarter of the country’s merchandise
exports in 2013, of which crude oil made up almost 80%. Suppliers of goods and services
to the oil and gas industry from all across Canada have felt the effects of tumbling oil prices
and persistently low natural gas prices. All of this caused Canada to register small
contractions in economic output in both the first and second quarters of the year. The good
news is that positive growth appears to have resumed. While sluggish business investment
in natural resource-based sectors is likely to remain a drag on the economy for some time,3
Canada’s non-resource exports are picking up, supported by rising US demand and the low
level of the loonie.

Table 1

Canada Economic Forecast
(% change unless noted)
(forecasts)

Exports of non-commodity goods
as well as services should provide a
fillip to the national economy over
the next two years. As more
exporters ramp up production,

Real GDP
Employment
Non-res investment*
Housing starts (000s)

2014
2.4
0.6
0.2
189

2015
1.2
0.8
-8.0
189

2016
2.0
0.6
-2.6
179

0.5

0.5

0.75

0.75

investment in facilities, machinery,

Overnight lending rate
Q4 (%)
1.0
Exchange rate
Q4 US$/Cdn$
0.86

equipment and technology – a

Source: TD Economics, Long-Term Economic Forecast, Sept 21, 2015. *real

many will also need to increase

2

Defined as the relative price of exports in terms of imports, usually computed as the ratio of export prices
to import prices. When export prices decline relative to import prices, as has happened in Canada since
2013, the result is a fall in the terms of trade.
3
TD Economics, “Business Investment Outlook: Trade-Based Sectors to Step Out of Resource Shadow,”
October 9, 2015.
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scenario that should finally produce some material gains in non-energy business capital
spending in Canada. The weaker dollar, however, also means higher costs for imported
machinery, equipment and advanced process technologies, which may cause many
companies to postpone upgrades to equipment and slow the modernization of the private
sector capital stock.

Experience suggests that a cheaper currency can impede the

productivity growth that Canada needs to establish a strong foundation for prosperity over
the medium- and longer-term.4

Employment growth in Canada has been underwhelming, yet the job market can be
described as resilient in light of the headwinds the economy has been contending with over
the past 18 months. So far in 2015 employment has increased by just under 1% on an
annualized basis. Another year of sub-1% national job growth is probable in 2016.

Household consumption has been an area of stability for the economy, helped in part by
strong home sales activity in Ontario and BC. Elevated household debt levels remain a
concern, as the debt-to-disposable income ratio in Canada has continued to rise and is now
among the highest in the world. A large and steadily increasing number of heavily indebted
households poses a risk to financial stability and, arguably, will be the single biggest source
of macroeconomic vulnerability for Canada over the balance of the decade. However,
continued rock bottom interest rates and borrowing costs are helping the household sector
to manage its debt burden. And household net worth has actually risen in Canada due to
strength on the asset side of household balance sheets.

Looking to the rest of 2015, the economic outlook for Canada has brightened, with most
forecasters calling for a rebound. But even as growth resumes, the downturn in the first
half of the year means real GDP will expand by a tepid ~1.0% for all of 2015 – the slowest

4

As discussed in Peter Howitt, “Mushrooms and Yeast: The Implications of Technological Progress for
Canada’s Economic Growth,” C.D. Howe Institute Commentary, September 2015.
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pace since 2009.5 For 2016, growth should be sustained at about 2%. As with the global
economy, the Canadian forecasts for 2015-16 have been revised down since the start of
the year.

Moderate Growth in Store for BC
Given the uninspiring external setting and the economic challenges in other parts of the
country, the BC economy looks to be in comparatively good shape. Real GDP should
increase by 2.2% this year – slightly below the historic average, but strong enough to place
BC near the top of the provincial growth rankings.

British Columbia’s export sector has put in a mixed performance. The global commodity
market downturn has hit the province’s resource and resource-related industries, which
account for a substantial majority of total merchandise exports. Natural gas prices have
stayed weak because of soft demand and ample North American supplies. Coal prices have
plummeted, along with those for some base metals. Even with the lower dollar, BC’s coal
and mineral sectors will continue to struggle over the next year or longer. Lumber is one
area of the commodity complex that has had a more favourable pricing environment, but
recently lumber prices have also softened. The expectation of a multi-year pickup in US
home construction, however, provides reason to be somewhat optimistic about BC’s wood
products sector, notwithstanding the likelihood that the Canada-US lumber trade dispute
will flare up once again. After 2017, we anticipate a diminished supply of domestic fibre,
which will cause output in the lumber industry to contract over time and necessitate
further mill closures.

The economic slowdown in China is evident in BC’s export statistics. For the first time in
two decades the province’s exports to China are slipping. Thankfully, some parts of the
export base are benefitting from the low Canadian dollar and reviving US demand, such as

5

For example TD Economics, Quarterly Economic Forecast has Canadian growth in 2015 at 1.2%. The IMF’s
World Economic Outlook forecasts growth of 1.0% for Canada in 2015.
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Figure 2

agri-food products. These offsetting
developments have left BC’s overall
merchandise exports a bit higher
(+2%) through August of this year.

Other parts of the province’s export
base that are not captured in the
merchandise trade statistics are

Source: BC Stats.

*annualized figures based on January-August exports

providing a boost to the economy.
Tourism has performed well this year,

Figure 3

the film and television production
industry is booming, and an array of
tradable services produced in BC have
become more competitive thanks to
the steep decline in the Canadian
dollar vis-à-vis the US greenback.
Improved economic conditions in the
United States are also supporting the

Source: BC Stats.

province’s increasingly diverse suite
of non-resource manufacturing exports.

On the domestic side of the provincial economy, most of the leading indicators are
comfortably in positive territory. Retail sales are growing at an impressive clip, with yearover-year increases in excess of 6%. Home sales are at record levels in many markets, and
new home construction is buoyant. Over the first half of 2015, residential building permits
reached a new high, meaning BC’s large housing and real estate development sector is
contributing to economic growth.

Home sales continue to climb, defying earlier

expectations that the housing market would level off. In line with the stronger sales
environment and the jump in building permits, housing starts are running at an annualized
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pace of 31,300 units, up a healthy 11% from 2014. The Business Council forecasts that
housing starts will remain near this level over the next year before easing somewhat in
2017. Low interest rates continue to support housing market activity, including a noticeable
surge in renovation spending.

In British Columbia, declining oil prices benefit all consumers and many businesses in the
form of lower gasoline and heating oil costs. There are, however, hundreds of BC
companies that sell services and equipment (as well as natural gas) into Alberta’s energy
patch, and many of these firms are suffering from the curtailment of capital spending in
the oil and gas industry. This diminishes the aggregate gains accruing to the British
Columbia economy from less expensive energy. However, on balance we judge lower oil
prices to be a slight net plus for GDP and job growth in BC.
Figure 4

It has been difficult to make sense of
the labour market in British Columbia
in the last year. Statistics Canada’s
Labour Force Survey (LFS) shows
overall job growth running at 0.8%,
based on year-to-date data through
September. Looking just at payroll
employment (that is, taking self-

Source: Statistics Canada.

Latest Sept for LFS, July for SEPH

employment out of the total job
count), the number of employees is up by a slim 0.2% so far this year, according to the LFS.
This small increase is not consistent with other indicators which point to robust
consumption and housing market activity. Of interest, a second source of employment data
signals a stronger job market than the LFS data suggest. The Survey of Employment,
Payrolls and Hours (SEPH) reports that payroll employment is up 2.3% so far this year, a
very different picture than the LFS paints. The SEPH is a survey of employers, and it uses
administrative data while the LFS surveys individuals about their employment status.
Although short-term differences in the two readings of the labour market are common,
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usually the surveys are in broad

Figure 5

alignment. The recent divergence
has been sizable and protracted. In
our judgement, the data coming
from SEPH are more consistent with
other

economic

indicators

and

provide a more accurate window
into underlying trends in the labour
market.
Source: Statistics Canada, seasonally adjusted annual rate; latest August.

Non-residential building permits have picked up this year. Much of the gain is attributable
to permits for new commercial structures. A number of significant projects are underway,
mainly in southwestern BC. Several new office towers are being developed in Vancouver,
and large retail complexes are under construction in Tsawwassen and adjacent to
Vancouver International Airport.

There are many major engineering and resource-related capital projects on the books in
BC, as updated regularly in the government’s Major Projects Inventory.

But the

“conversion rate” from proposed to actual investments remains slow and choppy – a
pattern that’s likely to continue given the poor external backdrop for commodities and the
complexities involved in undertaking land-based economic development in British
Columbia. Large resource, infrastructure and industrial projects have proven difficult to
advance in BC (and in Canada for that matter). In the mining sector, numerous projects are
being postponed due to unfavourable commodity and capital market conditions. In the
energy transportation segment, proposed oil pipelines are meeting stiff opposition and
face regulatory and other challenges. Construction on the multi-year Site C dam project has
now commenced. The economic lift from this project will be material in 2016 and later
years.
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Our previous 2015-16 BC economic forecasts6 included some early stage activity for the
development of two liquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities by the latter part of 2015. We
now believe that any ramping up of construction work on LNG plants and related gas
pipelines will be pushed into mid-2016, or later. This has caused us to revise our near-term
growth projections for BC, as discussed below.

The current spending on LNG site preparation, and the prospect of one or more significant
projects proceeding, is welcome, and should help to keep BC’s economy on a positive
growth trajectory over the next few years. However, policy-makers also need to focus on
stimulating investment and business growth in other sectors of the economy. This includes
investment in machinery and equipment, as well as in less tangible assets in the form of
human capital, intellectual property and business processes. A broad rebound in nonenergy investment is necessary if the province is to move to a healthy and sustainable
economic footing over the rest of the decade. Policy-makers should be looking to facilitate
the growth and further development of the province’s advanced technology sector, the
tourism industry, secondary manufacturing, and exportable services. All of these sectors
have upside potential as sources of additional export earnings and also as employment
generators.

The Business Council is also convinced that the health innovation and life sciences cluster
holds promise as a driver of future economic and employment growth. British Columbia is
home to world-class research institutions and personnel in fields such as genomics, cancer,
brain health, HIV treatment, and health informatics. The province also boasts superb,
centrally managed health-related data banks and, partly for this reason, should be an ideal
location for clinical trials and other kinds of health research that rely on access to high
quality sources of “big data.” While the provision of publicly funded health care services
absorbs more than 40% of the provincial government’s budget and rightly is a focus of
attention by fiscal policy-makers, BC’s health innovation and life sciences cluster has the

6

Published in January and July of this year.
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potential to be an important contributor to industrial diversification going forward. We
believe the province should be looking to leverage BC’s strengths in this domain to
accelerate the further development of what already counts as a sizable knowledgeintensive industry sector.

British Columbia is now attracting a net inflow of migrants from other provinces, in the
range of 10,000-12,000 annually. This has helped to push overall population growth to
~1.1% per year. Foreign immigration is still running in excess of 30,000 each year. However,
net international migration – which also includes emigration from BC to other countries –
is off sharply because of federal government restrictions on temporary foreign workers
(TFWs). As permits expire for temporary workers they are not being replaced, resulting in
a large decline in the number of non-permanent residents in the province. It remains to be
seen how the ongoing drop in TFWs may affect the job market and the wider economy in
the coming year. The Business Council believes that the province needs to have the ability
to use TFWs to help source specialized labour pools, advance large projects, and ensure
that local companies and academic institutions have access to highly qualified technical
and research personnel to drive enterprise and economy-wide innovation.

Economic Summary and Budget Implications
With the global economy slowing and commodity markets in the doldrums, the economic
picture is mixed for BC. Traditional resource industries are struggling, but other segments
of the export base – including tourism, the film and digital sectors, advanced technology,
and scientific, technical and environmental services – are benefitting from the weaker
dollar and strong local clusters. On the domestic side, the economy looks to be reasonably
healthy, underpinned by solid consumer spending, a busy housing market, and slowly
reviving job growth. At this stage preparatory work for and spending linked to prospective
LNG projects continues, but we have pushed back our timeline for construction, a decision
that has led us to revise our near-term forecast. We now expect the province’s economy
(real GDP) to expand by 2.6% next year. For 2015, we have trimmed our growth outlook to
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2.2%. The BC government’s latest
forecast,

as

reported

in

the

Table 2

BC Economic Forecast
(% change unless noted)
(forecasts)

September 2015 First Quarterly
Report, adopts a more conservative

2014
2.0
-0.2
1.6
28.4

2015
2.2
0.9
6.0
30.4

increase by 2.0% this year and 2.4%

Real GDP
Employment
Retail sales
Housing starts (000s)

in 2016.

Source: Business Council, Statistics Canada for history.

view, with real GDP predicted to

2016
2.6
1.5
4.0
31.0

The risks to the economic outlook lie mostly in the global arena, where conditions are
unsettled, particularly in the emerging economies. There is also a chance the US economy
could lose momentum. Slower-than-expected job creation since July has spurred some
speculation that the US expansion may be faltering, but that is not our baseline forecast.
In terms of upside risks for BC, it is possible that commodity markets may stabilize and
strengthen faster than economists now anticipate, particularly if the pace of growth in
China picks up.

The provincial government remains on course to balance the 2015-16 operating budget,
on the heels of a $1.67 billion surplus the year before. The First Quarterly Report points to
a surplus of $277 million for 2015-16 (which does not include a $250 million forecast
allowance), a notch below the figure projected in February’s budget. Taxpayer-supported
debt, while rising in dollar terms, is slowly declining measured as a share of GDP. At a little
over 17%, BC’s net debt-to-GDP ratio is the third lowest among the ten provinces. Keeping
the debt/GDP ratio anchored below 20% should be a key fiscal policy goal over the mediumterm.

As we have observed in previous submissions, the government has managed to keep the
province’s finances on a sound footing at a time of considerable global economic
turbulence and uncertainty. The budget deficit was contained during the 2008-09
downturn, and the commitment to return to balance has been met. Within Canada, BC
stands out as a jurisdiction with strong public finances. We do note, however, that an
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extended period of fiscal restraint on the operating side of the budget has caused some
resourcing challenges for government Ministries and agencies. While balancing the budget
and prudently managing the debt help to foster long-term prosperity, the province has
other near- and medium-term challenges that also merit attention.

2.

COMPETITIVENESS SHOULD BE A FOCUS OF BUDGET 2016

On many measures, British Columbia’s competitive position within a North American
context has deteriorated in the past several years. The erosion has been especially sharp
for industries operating on the land base, where complex First Nations claims, permitting
and environmental issues, and concerns over “social license” complicate existing
operations and make developing new projects increasingly difficult and time-consuming.
Manufacturing is also at a competitive disadvantage in BC in some respects. For companies
not engaged in manufacturing or natural resource-related businesses, BC’s relative
competitive position is stronger – this observation applies in particular to industries such
as film and television production, some parts of the advanced technology sector, finance,
and scientific and technical services.

A survey of BCBC members identified competiveness as a top-of-mind concern for senior
executives in a number of industries – including those that make up the bulk of the
province’s export economy. In these industries, British Columbia is not a particularly
appealing location for new investment; the situation is better in sectors like housing,
commercial construction, advanced technology, and film/animation. Apart from small
slices of the overall natural resources sector (e.g., possibly LNG), there are few compelling
reasons to locate or to invest in an export-oriented business in BC. And even in those
resource industries that have positive long-term growth prospects, the returns on capital
deployed in BC tend to be low relative to other jurisdictions. In short, British Columbia is
challenged to attract the private sector investment required to sustain industrial activity
and related employment, let alone to grow these economic sectors.
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Taxes are part of the story of dwindling
competitiveness. While the province

Table 3
Marginal Effective Tax Rates on New Capital Investment
2011 and 2014 (Avg. for all industry sectors, combined in percent)

has broadly competitive personal and
BC now has the
6th highest average
METR among the
ten provinces and
34 OECD countries
combined, as well as
the 2nd highest METR
in Canada

business income tax rates, the true
burden of taxes on new investment is
significantly greater than is suggested
simply by looking at statutory tax rates.
This reflects the impact of sales, carbon
and municipal taxes, to say nothing of
ever escalating government fees and
regulatory costs. Of interest, among all
developed country jurisdictions BC now

Source: “The 2014 Global Tax Competitiveness Report,” D. Chen and J. Mintz,
School of Public Policy, University of Calgary, SPP Research Papers, Volume 8,
Issue 4, February 2015.

has one the highest business tax
burdens, as proxied by the average
“marginal effective tax rate” for the

Figure 6
‘Tangible’ Investment Per Worker, BC
(Canadian dollars)

business sector as a whole (Table 3).

Within Canada, Alberta remains the
lowest-taxed jurisdiction for business,
even with the recent tax increases
legislated by its government. With the
HST in place, Ontario and Quebec both

Source: C.D. Howe Institute, 2014.

have aggregate business tax burdens
lower than that in BC, particularly for new investment. These provinces also make greater
use of financial incentives to lure new business ventures and projects. Compared to BC,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba benefit not only from less distorting retail sales tax systems,
but also from lower land, construction, and leasing costs as well as more efficient provincial
administrative and regulatory processes for new industrial and natural resource
development.
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A “Triple Whammy” Hit to Business Competitiveness
In examining BC’s competitive position, particularly for the sectors that make up what we
describe as “tradable industry clusters,”7 we note three developments that have had the
effect of pushing up costs and reducing after-tax returns on capital for many businesses
operating in British Columbia. In the end, the net result is less investment and fewer jobs
in the industry sectors most affected.


At the top of the list is the reversion to the PST. Inputs into business operations and
production activities are again being taxed at a rate of 7%, as was the case pre-2010.
While exemptions exist for “production machinery and equipment” in parts of the
resource and manufacturing sectors, the vast majority of business inputs are
subject to the PST. We estimate that returning to the antiquated PST system added
~$1.6 billion in input taxes back onto firms operating in the province. It also created
another $150-200 million in extra annual tax compliance costs for the business
sector as a whole. While all firms are affected, the impact on exporters, and on BC
firms that compete with imports in the Canadian market, is especially problematic,
as they now have an extra 7% input cost disadvantage compared to similar firms in
many other jurisdictions. BC companies in these “trade-exposed” industries face
stiff competition in the markets they serve, and in most instances they cannot pass
on additional costs associated with the PST (or other government measures that
affect business input costs). Companies that sell mainly in the local market and
don’t face external competition have a greater ability to pass on higher PST-related
costs to their customers.



The BC carbon tax is now levied at the rate of $30 per tonne, which, by orders of
magnitude, is the highest “price” on carbon emissions anywhere in North America
(and among the highest in the world). While in aggregate the carbon tax was

7

As used here, “tradable industry clusters” include all segments of primary resource extraction and
resource-related processing and manufacturing, together with the rest of the broad manufacturing sector,
tourism, some segments of advanced technology, and tradable services. Of these, we judge the resource
industries and manufacturing to be at the greatest competitive disadvantage in terms of their operations in
BC.
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introduced in a revenue-neutral manner due to reductions in other taxes, for all
energy-intensive and most trade-exposed industries, including those engaged in
value-added upgrading of BC’s natural resources, the government’s carbon tax
policy has resulted in additional costs. Note, too, that the increase in the corporate
income tax rate in 2013, to 11% from 10%, took away a portion of the business tax
benefits that were originally intended to provide for overall revenue neutrality
under BC’s carbon tax policy. The business sector as a whole – especially firms in
tradable industry clusters – has been a net loser from the province’s carbon tax
policy in terms of the overall mix of costs and financial benefits.


Escalating electricity rates are also pushing up production costs for some BC
industries, particularly energy-intensive exporters. The price of electricity is slated
to continue rising at a rate significantly in excess of CPI inflation, at a time when
electricity costs are falling (or are broadly stable) in some US jurisdictions –
particularly jurisdictions where low-cost natural gas is playing a bigger role in baseload power generation. We note that British Columbia, via government policy, has
effectively ruled out using natural gas to produce power, a decision which
ultimately translates into higher-than-necessary electricity costs for ratepayers –
and that fails to make use of the province’s vast natural gas resources. Relatively
low-cost electricity is an area where BC has long enjoyed a competitive advantage.
And while rates are still attractive compared to many other North American
jurisdictions, the situation is changing as power costs move higher here while some
US states are seeing lower electricity rates thanks to heightened competition, falling
costs for some types of renewable energy, and greater reliance on gas-fired
generation. We recognize that the rising cost of power in BC partly reflects overdue
and necessary investments to refurbish and expand aging infrastructure. However,
it is important that the government do what it can to retain BC’s position as a
jurisdiction with relatively low-cost electricity, and continue with recent initiatives
in line with this objective.
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Municipal Property Taxation
Another longstanding concern affecting competitiveness is business property taxes. Local
property taxes on business and industry are high in BC, and in almost all cases they continue
to rise at a pace well ahead of inflation. To help finance steadily rising expenditures and
limit the economic impact on households, some municipalities in the province have shifted
a disproportionate share of the local property tax burden on to heavy industry (class 4),
utilities (class 2) and commercial business (class 6), while keeping rates low for residential
property owners. In some instances, there are dramatic differences across municipalities
in the property tax rates that apply to utilities, industry and the commercial sector. Ratios
can be as high as 12:1 or even 15:1 between industrial property and residential property.
While the industry-to-residential ratios are lower than this in most municipalities, a
concern in the business community is that tax rates and ratios can be changed at any time
at the discretion of municipal councils, with no oversight from the province or any
commitment to fairness or fiscal discipline. This is a source of uncertainty for firms that
have invested in local communities. In some cases, the result is an erosion of investment,
jobs and business vitality in communities and, eventually, a requirement to redistribute
industrial and commercial taxes to other property classes as local firms close down or scale
back operations.

Municipal operating costs and the taxes necessary to discharge local governments’
responsibilities have been attracting more attention in the business community. Although
a portion of the additional operating costs facing municipalities is attributable to
population growth and the delivery of public safety services, when examined on a per
capita basis (to adjust for population growth), it turns out that municipal operating costs
have run well ahead of the expenditure increases seen at the provincial or federal levels in
the past dozen or so years. As documented in previous Business Council studies, measured
in real per capita terms, provincial operating spending rose by 10% between 2000 and
2010. By comparison, collectively the municipalities that comprise Metro Vancouver
boosted real per capita spending by 32%. An increase of this magnitude seems out of line,
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particularly in the absence of a significant expansion (or visible improvements in the
quality) of locally-provided services. Rapid growth in spending has not been limited to
Metro Vancouver; outsized increases in real per capita expenditures have also been seen
in some other municipalities over the past decade, as discussed in the municipal spending
reports regularly produced by the Canadian Federation of Independent Business. A
number of BC municipalities have been successful in managing costs and taken pains to set
reasonable tax rates for industrial and commercial property owners relative to the rates
borne by residents. But too many have fallen short of this standard of fiscal prudence and
tax fairness.

Finally, it is worth noting that the BC government, in its own property tax regime, has
established maximum ratios between property classes to ensure consistency and fairness
in the system. Since the late 1990s, the province has also legislated tax caps that apply to
municipal taxation of port property and railway property. These provincial government
actions have led to hundreds of millions of dollars of new investment in port and railrelated infrastructure and other assets, leading to higher employment and more revenues
for all levels of government collectively.

A Complex and Costly Regulatory Environment
The competitiveness/investment climate in the province is complicated by significant
regulatory and permitting issues as well as unresolved First Nations interests on the land
base. While much good work has been done to deal with these issues, and BC has emerged
as a leader in Canada in some areas of aboriginal relations and reconciliation, the reality is
that regulatory, permitting and First Nations issues are driving up costs and increasing
project development timelines (and the associated risks), notably for resource and other
land-based industries. This presents particular difficulties at a time of low global
commodity prices.
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Among other things, the province should step up efforts to streamline regulatory processes
and shorten timelines for project reviews. The government will also need to work to ensure
that the Supreme Court of Canada’s precedent-setting 2014 decision in the William case
does not result in additional uncertainty and delays for resource and other land-based
economic sectors, including linear infrastructure projects.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BUDGET 2016

We recognize that over the next two years the government will continue to have modest
budgetary manoeuvring room. As such, even though many of our recommendations have
a fiscal cost associated with them, they are framed to be manageable within the confines
of a balanced budget over a multi-year time period. New measures with significant revenue
implications can and should be phased in over time so as not to tip the provincial budget
into a deficit.

Recommendation 1: Aim to deliver balanced operating budgets in 2015-16 and 2016-17,
provided the BC economy continues to grow at a moderate pace.

Recommendation 2: The Business Council believes that keeping the provincial net debt-toGDP ratio below 20% should be a central fiscal policy goal. We note that this gives the
government additional room to borrow to finance capital spending and investments in
infrastructure and other long-lived physical assets.

Recommendation 3: To free up resources to address BC’s competitiveness challenges, keep
the corporate tax rate at 11%, and use the resulting fiscal room (along with a portion of
current/future budget surpluses) to help finance new policy measures designed to spur
business investment, innovation and economic growth.
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Recommendation 4: Take steps to offset the damage that the PST’s return has done to the
province’s competitive position. There are several options that merit consideration by
policy-makers.
Broaden existing PST exemptions on new capital investment: The greatest
opportunity to make BC’s tax structure more competitive and encourage fresh
investment and business expansion lies with modifications to the structure of
exemptions under the PST. With the exception of production machinery and
equipment used in manufacturing and resource-based industries, the PST is
charged on most business inputs – those linked to new capital investments, as
well as those tied to ongoing business operations. The PST is projected to raise
almost $6 billion this fiscal year. About 40% of this comes from tax on business
inputs, which amounts to ~$2.3 billion in annual PST revenue. Of this, an
estimated $600-$700 million is collected on new non-residential capital
investment. Analysis by the federal Finance Department indicates that the biggest
economic lift would come from eliminating/lowering PST on new capital
investment. Over time, the government should also look at broadening the PST
exemptions to include production machinery and equipment used in other
industries, along with software and telecommunications equipment. At present,
telecommunications equipment is taxed in BC. Removing sales tax from such
equipment would promote investment in leading-edge technologies that are
fundamental to improving productivity and competitiveness at the enterprise and
industry levels.
Exempt electricity used by industrial and commercial firms from PST: Electricity is
an input into the production process of all businesses, but is especially significant
for a number of BC’s trade-exposed industries. Removing (or phasing out) the PST
from purchased electricity would help to offset some of the higher costs on these
industries created by the “triple whammy” of the return to the PST, rising electricity
rates, and the carbon tax. Industrial and commercial businesses in the province pay
approximately $160 million in PST on electricity annually.
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Develop a new investment tax credit (ITC) scheme to incentivize capital investment.
Many jurisdictions use ITCs that are creditable against income tax as part of their
tool kits to attract new investment in certain assets linked to business expansion
and higher productivity – e.g. equipment, machinery, structures, and advanced
process technologies. British Columbia has not made much use of ITCs. A well
designed ITC scheme could assist in mitigating the negative impacts of the PST on
the province’s competitiveness – particularly in traded industry clusters.

Recommendation 5: Keep the carbon tax at $30/t, and leave the existing tax base in place.
British Columbia currently levies the steepest carbon price/tax in North America. In our
view, unless and until other provinces and states have implemented broad carbon pricing
schemes that involve a similar additional cost on fossil fuel use, BC should stick with the
existing carbon tax and steer clear of further tax increases.

Recommendation 6: Reform the system for determining municipal property taxes on
business and industry in British Columbia. For the past several years, the Business Council
has proposed that the province institute a new system of maximum tax ratios or prescribed
“fairness ranges” between residential and other property classes, and give municipalities
3-5 years to bring their current tax practices into compliance. It is likely that most
municipalities in BC would already be below the maximum ratios or meet the “fairness
ranges” established under the recommended policy, but some undoubtedly would have to
modify their current approaches to apportioning the burden of local property tax.

4.

FINAL THOUGHTS

The broader competitive environment, the structure of our economy and the nature of the
job market have all changed markedly over the decades, and arguably the tax system needs
to evolve to reflect the emergence of a different and more complex economy. As a small,
sub-national jurisdiction that must compete for capital and talent, British Columbia faces
important constraints, including on its ability to levy tax on increasingly mobile tax bases.
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Against this backdrop, there are several reasons why it might make sense to step back and
reconsider how to structure and manage the provincial tax system for the future.

As discussed above, one pressing issue is the need to improve the competitiveness of tradeexposed industries operating and looking to invest in the province. From a medium-term
perspective, it is clear that modifications to current provincial tax policy will be necessary
if BC is to prosper in a more competitive global economy – and in a world where innovation
and knowledge-diffusion are playing larger roles in economic success and wealth creation.

A second issue relates to the ways in which demographics are impinging on the tax system.
Within two decades, there will be one retired person (i.e., persons over the age of 65) for
every two working-age persons (25-64) in the province. Having a progressively larger
fraction of the population outside of the workforce will dampen the growth of income tax
revenue; it may also depress sales tax collections, inasmuch as older households consume
less overall and are less inclined to purchase big-ticket consumer durables. At the same
time, a higher proportion of elderly in the population promises to put sustained upward
pressure on health care budgets and related government spending. Over time, these
demographic pressures may call for a relatively greater reliance on user fees, property
taxes and estate taxation to help fund the public sector.

Patterns of consumption are shifting beyond any changes that reflect the impact of
population aging. For one thing, the rise of e-commerce means that more items consumed
by local households likely are escaping tax altogether. More small home-based businesses
and self-employed people creates greater scope for tax avoidance. The rise of the “sharing
economy,” and of business models based on it, will require careful monitoring by policymakers, as they look to keep the tax system up-to-date with an economy that is being
transformed by technological innovation.
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The underground or “shadow” economy is another concern. The Business Council has
publicly worried that underground economic activity in BC is both extensive and expanding
– with attendant adverse consequences for the government’s tax base. Then too, a
growing share of total household expenditures is now devoted to purchasing an ever
expanding array of services. For BC, leaving the majority of services untaxed under the PST
will slowly erode the government’s revenue-raising capacity – particularly if the province
sticks with the current consumption tax structure.

Finally, there is today in Canada and other advanced countries a broad public debate on
the related topics of income and wealth inequality – and the prospect that economic
inequality more generally may be widening. While the relevant issues here extend well
beyond the domain of provincial tax policy, concerns over inequality do touch on the tax
system and the policy goals that underlie it.

For all of these reasons, we believe the time has come to step back and reflect on the future
of the tax system in British Columbia. Accordingly, we urge the Select Standing Committee
on Finance and Government Services to recommend a comprehensive review of all aspects
of the provincial tax system, to be undertaken by small group of non-partisan experts, with
the final report to be tabled with the government and the Legislature.

The Business Council appreciates the opportunity to share our advice on the 2016 budget
with the Legislative Standing Committee on Finance and Government Services.

*****

